In Ref.
In Ref. [1] , one of the authors (HM) has examined scaling relations of snapshot entropy of classical spin configurations at criticality. The conclusion was that the snapshot entropy is a holographic entanglement entropy of one-dimensional near-critical systems. This argument is strongly supported by exact analysis of the entropy of fractal images and their dual one-dimensional quantum systems [2] . Recently, more precise numerical examination for the spin snapshots has been done by Imura et. al [3] . They claim the presence of the anomalous dimension in the entropy scaling that could not be found in Ref. [1] . We agree with this claim, since the partial density matrix of the spin snapshot is roughly a twopoint spin correlation function and we would observe the anomalous dimension of the scaling operator. Their interpretation is based on power law decay of the distribution function of the singular value spectrum, which is made by avaraging over many snapshots data, but the HM's original analysis was based on single snapshot. It seems to be quite useful to derive the Imura's result from viewpoints of the single snapshot. This is the purpose of this short note.
We briefly explain the definition of the snapshot entropy and outline of Imura's analysis. We start with the Ising model on the square lattice H = −J i,j σ i σ j , where σ i = ±1 and the sum runs over the nearest neighbor lattice sites i, j , and J(> 0) is exchange interaction. The system size is taken to be L × L. We denote the spin snapshot as M (x, y), and regard it as a L×L matrix. The snapshot can be obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation. A key quantity is the reduced density matrix ρ = M M † summing over y degrees of freedom. If we denote the normalized eigenvalues of ρ as λ n (n = 1, 2, ..., L), the snapshot entropy is defined by
In Ref. [3] , Imura has found the following scaling relation
and the new finding is the presence of the power term χ η with η = 1/4 for the Ising model. Actually, when we look at Fig. 6 (a) in Ref.
[1], we observe some power factor as well as logarithmic term. This argument was based
If this identification is correct, the distribution function is given by
with the exponent
Then caluculating The point of the Imura's analysis seems to be nice fit of Eq. (3) with their distribution function. The function is obtained by avaraging over 5000 samples and is used for intuitive understanding of the S χ behavior, although his S χ itself would be obtained from single snapshot. Here, it should be noted that we have two power-law functions: one is f (λ), and the other one is λ n itself. Actually, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , we clearly see that λ n decays algebraically. Hence, in the scaling regime, it is possible for single snapshot data to denote
where ∆ is a critical exponent and a is a normalization constant. Then, we would like to consider how to relate ∆ with α (or η) and whether this relation is really consistent with Fig. 1(a) . For this purpose, we integrate Eq. (3) from λ j to λ k (note that λ j < λ k for j > k)
Then, we have
and we obtain
In the Ising model case, this is equal to 0.75. Let us go back to Fig. 1(a) , in which we show three spectra near T c = 2.269J (the scaling regime for our finite size cluster is bit higher than this temperature). We find that all the data are consistent with Eqs. (5) and (8) in intermediate-n region. Particularly, the spectrum at T = 2.35J fits very well with the scaling equation in wide-n region, and the corresponding snapshot shown in Fig. 1(c) is fractal-like spin structure with respect to critical fluctuation. Thus, by looking at small-n region of the spectra, it is possible to find out how close our system approaches the critical regime.
Based on the eigenvalue spectrum, let us derive S χ from Eq. (5). In order to determine a, we first represent the normalization condition for λ n as
where N represents the position where the numerical data start to deviate from the scaling line in large-n region. In Fig. 1 , N is roughly estimated to be ln N ≃ 5. In the large-L limit and at T c , we expect that N = L. In this limit, the sum of λ n is equal to the zeta function, and the condition ∆ = 1 − η < 1 means that the sum diverges. Thus a should be a function of L, and become zero in this limit. In the continuous representation, we have
and then a is given by
Next, the entropy is evaluated as
with
We find that the last term in Eq. (12) is the leading one and is consistent with Imura's result. An advantage of the present method is that we can also obtain the full snapshot entropy. When we take
In this limit, the power factor vanishes due to the presence of N 1−∆ . In the Ising model case, the γ value is taken to be γ(1 − η) = 3 − 2 ln 2 = 1.6137. This is somehow smaller than the estimated value in Ref. [1] . The η dependence of γ in Eq. (13) is remarkable in small-η region, and thus we may need more sophisticated calculation to strictly determine the γ value in the numerical side.
Summarizing, we basically agree with Imura et al., but at the same time we emphasize that the power factor χ η vanishes in the full entropy. Thus the Calabrese-Cardy type scaling without the anomalous dimension is robust. As we have discussed in Ref. [2] , the change in the finite-χ scaling is remarkable, when the full conformal symmetry breaks on the image.
